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We show how the weakly trapped Harper-Hofstadter model can be mapped onto a Harper-Hofstadter model in
momentum space. In this momentum-space model, the band dispersion plays the role of the periodic potential,
the Berry curvature plays the role of an effective magnetic field, the real-space harmonic trap provides the
momentum-space kinetic energy responsible for the hopping, and the trap position sets the boundary conditions
around the magnetic Brillouin zone. Spatially local interactions translate into nonlocal interactions in momentum
space: within a mean-field approximation, we show that increasing interparticle interactions leads to a structural
change of the ground state, from a single rotationally symmetric ground state to degenerate ground states that
spontaneously break rotational symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the key role played by the nontrivial
topology of energy bands in quantum Hall systems [1,2], topological states of matter have attracted considerable attention
across many areas of physics [3,4]. While originally observed
in solid-state systems [5–7], a variety of geometrically and
topologically nontrivial states have now also been realized
in ultracold atomic gases [8–15] and photonics [16–19].
Most of the topological models considered so far are based
on real-space lattices, while much less is known about the
nontrivial topological features of momentum-space lattices
[20,21].
In this paper, we propose a simple way to realize a
momentum-space Harper-Hofstadter (HH) model, namely,
a two-dimensional tight-binding lattice with an effective
magnetic field in momentum space. The lattice potential
is provided by the periodic energy-band dispersion of the
underlying real-space system, while a harmonic trap in real
space is crucial in providing the hopping in momentum space
[22]. Finally, the role of the magnetic field is played by the
Berry curvature, a geometrical property of the energy band
[23,24]. While the momentum-space HH model has the same
local structure as the usual real-space HH model [25,26],
its global topology is very different: the real-space model
can have any extension in space, while the momentum-space
model is intrinsically restricted to the magnetic Brillouin zone
(MBZ), which has the topology of a two-dimensional torus.
As a first application of the momentum-space HH model,
we extend our previous work [22] and determine the ground
state of a trapped noninteracting real-space HH model beyond
the small-flux limit, in regimes where the energy dispersion
of the lowest energy band is no longer negligible and
toroidal Landau levels are strongly deformed. As the boundary
conditions around the momentum-space torus are controlled
by the spatial position of the harmonic trap in real space,
a momentum-space version of Laughlin’s charge pumping
Gedankenexperiment [27] is anticipated.
We then move to the interacting case: while the interacting
HH model in a spatially homogeneous geometry has already
been the subject of several works [28–30], not much is yet
known about the unexpectedly rich physics that is introduced
by the harmonic confining potential [31]. Most remarkably, as
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a function of the strength of interactions, we find transitions
that spontaneously break rotational symmetry and lead to
degenerate ground states.
Since the real-space HH model has been realized in
ultracold atomic gases [11–13], photonic devices [19], and
solid-state superlattices [32,33], the addition of a controlled
harmonic trapping potential can be a direct extension of
existing experiments. Most directly, the observation of a BoseEinstein condensate in the real-space HH model was recently
reported in [14]: with respect to this, our study highlights the
crucial role of the external trap in determining the condensate
mode. More generally, our conclusions are expected to hold in
any configuration in which the single-particle dispersion has
multiple minima as in [34–36].
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we apply
the momentum-space formalism [22] to the weakly trapped
noninteracting HH model, and we show how this model maps
to the HH model in momentum space. In Sec. III, we give the
effective Hamiltonian of the momentum-space HH model and
compare the prediction of the momentum-space HH model
with the numerical simulation of the original real-space HH
model. In Sec. IV, we include on-site interparticle interactions
to the model and discuss how the ground state changes its
symmetry, showing how this can be understood in terms of
the momentum-space HH model. Finally, our conclusions are
presented in Sec. V.
II. MOMENTUM-SPACE FORMALISM

We first briefly review the momentum-space formalism
developed in [22] before applying this formalism to the
harmonically trapped real-space HH model. We consider
the situation where the Hamiltonian is of the form H =
H0 + 12 κr 2 , where H0 is periodic in space and κ is the
strength of an additional harmonic potential. In the absence of
the harmonic potential (κ = 0), the Hamiltonian is periodic,
and the eigenstates follow Bloch’s theorem: H0 eik·r |un,k  =
En (k)eik·r |un,k , where n is the band index, k is the quasimomentum, and |un,k  is a periodic function with the same
periodicity as H0 . The eigenvalue En (k) is the band dispersion
of the nth band. In the presence of a harmonic potential
(κ > 0), the eigenstates no longer satisfy Bloch’s theorem,
but we can still expand any state in the basis of Bloch states
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eik·r |un,k  because these form a complete 
basis set. Expanding
a state | in the Bloch basis as | = n,k ψn,k eik·r |un,k ,
the expansion coefficients ψn,k , which have the physical
meaning of the momentum-space wave function, follow the
Schrödinger-like equation


∂
κ
2
i ψn,k = En (k) + [i∇ k + An (k)] ψn,k ,
(1)
∂t
2
where the Berry connection is An (k) ≡ iun,k |∇ k |un,k . In
writing this down, we have assumed that the additional
harmonic trap is weak enough that the contribution from
only a single band n is significant. Then, the physics of
the momentum-space wave function ψn,k is described by the
effective momentum-space Hamiltonian
κ
(2)
H̃ = En (k) + [i∇ k + An (k)]2 ,
2
which is analogous to the Hamiltonian of a charged particle
in an external electromagnetic field, where the role of the
mass, magnetic vector potential, and the electrostatic potential
are replaced by the inverse trapping strength 1/κ, the Berry
connection An (k), and the band dispersion En (k), respectively.
Unless otherwise specified, the simpler term “momentum” will
be used to indicate the quasimomentum k.
A. Harper-Hofstadter model

Now we apply this formalism to the weakly trapped
real-space HH model and discuss how this model can be
mapped onto a momentum-space HH model. We consider
the bosonic HH model on a square lattice with a harmonic
potential, described by the following Hamiltonian:
 †
†
H=−J
(am+1,n am,n + ei2παm am,n+1 am,n + H.c.)
m,n

+

1 
†
κ
{(m − m0 )2 + (n − n0 )2 }am,n
am,n ,
2 m,n

(3)

the Berry connection A(k). As the HH energy dispersion E(k)
is periodic in k, the momentum-space Hamiltonian has the
form of a particle moving in a periodic potential in momentum
space.
If the momentum-space mass is sufficiently heavy (i.e.,
the trap strength κ is sufficiently weak), we can consider
the tight-binding model of the momentum-space Hamiltonian,
where the Wannier states localized in each minimum of the
dispersion in momentum space are taken as a basis. This
leads to a tight-binding model in momentum space in which
the Berry curvature acts as an effective magnetic field: the
momentum-space HH model [37].
It is worth stressing that a sizable width of the band is
essential to get an efficient localization at the minima of
the momentum-space periodic potential E(k): this condition
is fulfilled by the real-space HH model for α = 1/q with
relatively small q. This regime is to be contrasted with our
previous work [22], where we focused on the small α  1
case where the energy dispersion of the HH energy bands is
effectively negligible.
B. Boundary condition in momentum space

The magnetic Brillouin zone in which the momentumspace dynamics takes place is shown in Fig. 1. It has a
rectangular shape of size 2π/q × 2π and, because of the
periodic boundary conditions, a global toroidal topology [22].
The number of magnetic flux quanta piercing the torus equals
the Chern number C of the band [38]. Given the q-fold
periodicity of the energy dispersion and of the Berry curvature
within the magnetic Brillouin zone, the momentum-space
plaquette has a square shape of side 2π/q, and the magnetic
flux per momentum-space plaquette is C/q [21].
To clearly distinguish the gauge associated with the realspace magnetic vector potential (4) from the gauge associated
with the Berry connection An (k) in each energy band, we

where am,n is the bosonic annihilation operator at site (m,n),
J > 0 is the hopping amplitude, and α is the number
of magnetic flux quanta per plaquette. The site-dependent
hopping phase corresponds to the magnetic vector potential
(Ax ,Ay ) = (0,2π αx)
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MBZ

(4)

in the Landau gauge. The harmonic trap has a strength κ,
and the coordinates of its center (m0 ,n0 ) can take noninteger
values.
In the absence of a trap, the HH model with a rational flux
α = p/q (with p and q coprime integers) is characterized
by q topologically nontrivial energy bands with nonzero
Berry curvature and Chern number [1]. The lowest-energyband dispersion E(k) has minima at (2π μ/q,2π ν/q) in the
extended zone scheme, where μ and ν are integers. Of these
minima, q are located within the natural 2π/q × 2π magnetic
Brillouin zone of the Landau magnetic gauge.
Then, in the presence of a trap, the real-space model
described by (3) maps, according to (2), in momentum space to
a particle of mass κ −1 moving under a scalar potential given by
the HH energy dispersion E(k) and a vector potential given by

FIG. 1. Momentum-space HH model for the lowest band of α =
1/4 which has C = −1. The MBZ enclosed by a solid line is the
natural MBZ corresponding to the magnetic gauge of our choice
(3). Differently shaped MBZs, described by nonsolid lines, can be
obtained by using different magnetic gauges. The hoppings are given
up to a constant factor.
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denote the former as the magnetic gauge and the latter as the
Berry gauge. Since the Berry curvature has a periodicity of
2π/q along kx and ky , we can decompose it into a sum of two
terms: an average part, ¯ = qC/2π , and a periodic part with a
vanishing average. For each band (in particular for the lowest
one under consideration here), a suitable choice of the Berry
gauge can be found such that the Berry connection has the
form

For our choice of the Berry gauge (5) the Polyakov loops are
related to the unknown angles θx,y by
 Lx
 ky

dkx
dky (kx ,ky ),
x (ky ) = θx +

(Ax ,Ay ) = (0, ¯ kx + δAy ),

Thanks to their Berry gauge invariance, the value of the
Polyakov loops can be calculated in any Berry gauge. Starting
from the simplest m0 = n0 = 0 case of a centered trap, in
Appendix A we show how it is possible to explicitly construct
a Berry gauge that is well defined and periodic around the
MBZ along the entire kx = 0 line for all ky ∈ [0,Ly ] while,
at the same time, satisfying the condition Ay (kx = 0,ky ) = 0.
Thanks to the periodicity of the Berry gauge, the transition
function in this Berry gauge is then φy (kx = 0) = 0, and thus
 Ly
Ay (0,ky )dky = 0.
(13)
y (0) = φy (0) −

(5)

where the contribution of the average Berry curvature ¯ to
the Berry connection is chosen in the Landau gauge, and the
correction term is
 kx
δAy ≡
dkx [ (kx ,ky ) − ¯ ].
(6)
0

The Berry connection vanishes along the kx = 0 line (Ay = 0).
As a result, hopping in the ky direction along the kx = 0 line
has no Peierls phase.
It is well known that no periodic and smooth gauge can be
found over the surface of a torus pierced by a nonzero total
magnetic flux. As a result, the periodicity of the momentumspace wave function ψ(kx ,ky ) is preserved only up to a phase
[39]:
ψ(Lx ,ky ) = eiφx (ky ) ψ(0,ky ),
(7)
ψ(kx ,Ly ) = e

iφy (kx )

ψ(kx ,0),

where Lx = 2π/q and Ly = 2π are the MBZ sizes along kx
and ky . The smooth transition functions φx (ky ) and φy (kx )
characterize the boundary conditions. Correspondingly, the
Berry connections Ax and Ay at the boundary obey
Ay (Lx ,ky ) = Ay (0,ky ) + ∂ky φx (ky ),
Ax (kx ,Ly ) = Ax (kx ,0) + ∂kx φy (kx ),

(8)

with ∂ki ≡ ∂/∂ki . For our choice (5) of the Berry gauge, the
boundary conditions (8) impose that the transition functions
take the form
 ky
 Lx

dkx
dky (kx ,ky ),
φx (ky ) = θx +
0

0

φy (kx ) = qθy ,



Lx

0


y (kx )

≡ φy (kx ) −
0

Ly

Ax (kx ,ky )dkx ,

(10)

Ay (kx ,ky )dky .

(11)

0





= qθy −

kx

0

dkx

Ly

0

(12)
dky (kx ,ky ).

0

From (12), this directly implies that qθy = 0 in our Berry
gauge choice (5) [40]. Similarly, another gauge can be found
(see also Appendix A) that allows for an easy calculation of
x (ky = 0), giving θx = 0.
As the position and the Berry connection are coupled as
r + A(p), for a generic trap position the shift of the harmonic
trap center to r0 = (m0 ,n0 ) = 0 leads to a constant shift of the
Berry connection by −(m0 ,n0 ),
(Ax ,Ay ) = (0, ¯ kx + δAy ) − (m0 ,n0 ).

(14)

Regarding the MBZ as a two-dimensional torus embedded
in a three-dimensional space, the effect of a shift of the trap
position is to insert a Berry flux through the central hole and
the body of the torus. To bring this expression into the form (5)
of the Berry connection, a Berry gauge transformation can be
performed which transfers the information on the trap position
into the θx,y angles,

(9)

where θx and qθy are integration constants.
The angles θx,y determining the boundary conditions φx (ky )
and φy (kx ) around the momentum-space torus are fixed by the
real-space Hamiltonian, as is the case for the energy-band
dispersion E(k) and the Berry connection A(k). For the realspace HH model of Hamiltonian (3) under consideration here,
these can be calculated as follows.
On a two-dimensional (2D) torus, Berry-gauge-invariant
quantities called the (twisted) Polyakov loops x,y exist [39]:
x (ky ) ≡ φx (ky ) −

y (kx )

0

θx = 2π m0 /q,

(15)

θy = 2π n0 /q.

(16)

This is a key result of this work: the angles θx,y parametrizing
the momentum-space transition functions φx,y (ky,x ) around
the 2D torus can be experimentally varied by simply moving
the center of the harmonic trap.
III. NONINTERACTING MOMENTUM-SPACE
HARPER-HOFSTADTER MODEL

With all these ingredients, we can now explicitly construct the Hamiltonian of the momentum-space HH model.
Within the tight-binding model, we define αμ,ν to be the
annihilation operators of a Wannier state localized around
k = (2π μ/q,2π ν/q) in momentum space. As a consequence
of the toroidal topology, only states inside one MBZ are
effectively independent, and the boundary conditions (7) and
(9) around the torus as kx → kx + 2π/q or ky → ky + 2π
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imply that
αμ+1,ν = eiφx (2πν/q) αμ,ν ,

(17)

αμ,ν+q = eiφy (2πμ/q) αμ,ν .

(18)

For our choice of Berry gauge (5), the relevant values of the
transition functions are
 Lx
 2πν/q
dkx
dky (kx ,ky )
φx (2π ν/q) = θx +
0

= θx +

0

2π 2π ν ¯
q q

= θx + 2π Cν/q

(19)

and φy = qθy .
Then, hopping along the kx direction from and to the MBZ
has the form
†

†

− J  (α1,ν α0,ν + α0,ν α−1,ν + H.c.)/2
†

= −2J  cos(θx + 2π Cν/q)α0,ν α0,ν ,

(20)

where J  > 0 is the momentum-space hopping amplitude
which we will estimate shortly. Hopping along ky has an
analogous form proportional to the same J  and, with our
choice for the Berry gauge (5), does not involve any hopping
phase.
Summing up all terms, we obtain the final Hamiltonian for
the momentum-space HH model:
q−1

†
H =−J
[αν+1 αν + αν† αν+1
M



ν=0

+ 2 cos(θx + 2π Cν/q)αν† αν ],

(21)

where we have defined the tight-binding operators within
the MBZ αν ≡ α0,ν and αq ≡ eiqθy α0 . We note that our
Hamiltonian (21) is formally analogous to the momentumspace representation of the ordinary real-space HH model, but
the roles of the momenta kx,y are replaced here by the angles
θx and θy . Further analysis of θ -space topology, such as the
effect of the Berry curvature and the Chern number in θ space,
is discussed elsewhere [41].
To quantitatively validate the momentum-space HH model
Hamiltonian (21), we proceed with a specific example,
α = 1/4, which has direct experimental relevance [11–13,19].
The four eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the momentumspace HH Hamiltonian (21) are straightforwardly obtained
by diagonalizing a 4 × 4 matrix. In the simplest m0 = n0 = 0
(θx = θy = 0) case of a√perfectly centered trap, for instance,
the eigenvalues are ±2 2J  and 0 (doubly degenerate).
Using this spectrum, we can numerically estimate the
magnitude of the momentum-space hopping J  as a function
of the trap strength κ. Namely, the energies and eigenstates
of the original real-space Hamiltonian (3) can be numerically
obtained by simple diagonalization on a (sufficiently large)
finite real-space lattice. By setting the numerically calculated
√
energy gap between the two lowest states to be 2 2J  , we
estimate J  . In Fig. 2, we plot the estimated J  as a function of
κ for a range of κ where the momentum-space tight-binding

FIG. 2. (Color online) Numerical estimate of J  as a function of
κ (both in units of J ) for an α = 1/4 real-space HH model. Numerical
calculation was performed on a 80 × 80 real-space lattice.

picture is appropriate (see below). Of course, an analogous
calculation can be performed for any α.
The numerical prediction for the momentum-space wave
function in the MBZ is directly found by Fourier transforming
the numerical wave function and then summing the square
modulus of all states differing by reciprocal lattice vectors [22].
In Fig. 3 we plot the square modulus of the momentum-space
wave function summed over all bands in the MBZ for n0 = 0
and three different values of m0 .
As a most remarkable feature, we see that as one varies
m0 , the momentum-space wave function “moves” in the ky
direction. This can be understood in terms of Laughlin’s
Gedankenexperiment on the quantum Hall effect [27] now
in momentum space; in the framework of fixing the boundary
condition and varying the Berry connection, increasing m0
corresponds to inserting magnetic flux in the momentum-space

FIG. 3. (Color online) The wave function of the α = 1/4 ground
state in the MBZ for n0 = 0 and m0 = 0, 0.5, and 1, from left to
right, numerically calculated on an 80 × 80 real-space lattice with
κ = 0.01J .
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The weight |α0 |2 as a function of m0 for
n0 = 0 (lower line and dots) and as a function of n0 for m0 = 0
(upper line and dots) for four different values of κ: (a) κ = 0.005J ,
(b) κ = 0.01J , (c) κ = 0.02J , and (d) κ = 0.03J . The solid lines are
the prediction from the momentum-space HH model. The dots are
numerical results, calculated on a 80 × 80 real-space lattice.

torus along the kx direction. The momentum-space wave
function moves along the ky direction, coming back to the
original state after changing m0 by q, which corresponds to
inserting one flux quantum in momentum space.
In order to compare the full numerical solution of
the trapped real-space HH model (3) with the analytical
momentum-space tight-binding model, the occupations
|αν |2 of the four momentum-space tight-binding states can
be extracted from the numerics by integrating the square
modulus of the wave function in the corresponding region:
νπ
− π4  ky  νπ
+ π4 . In Fig. 4, the numerical estimate
2
2
2
for |α0 | as a function of m0 and n0 is compared to the
analytical tight-binding model for four different values of κ.
The agreement between the numerical and analytical results
is particularly good for small values of κ. Qualitatively,
this can be understood as a consequence of the smaller
momentum-space kinetic energy, leading to a more accurate
momentum-space tight-binding description. When the
harmonic trap strength κ increases, the momentum-space
kinetic energy becomes larger. Then, the contribution
from higher-energy modes in the momentum-space lattice
becomes more and more important, and the single-band
momentum-space tight-binding approximation is violated.
More quantitatively, the regime of validity of the
momentum-space HH model can be estimated by comparing the bandwidth Eband to the “recoil energy” Er =
(2π/λ)2 /2m, with m and λ/2 being the mass and the lattice
spacing, respectively. In the sinusoidal optical lattice, it is
known that when the lattice potential V0 is sufficiently deep
such that V0 /Er >
∼ 5 [42,43], the tight-binding approximation
is valid. Applying this criterion to the momentum-space HH
model with α = 1/4, where the lattice depth is given by the
bandwidth Eband ∼ 0.22J , the lattice spacing in momentum
space is π/2, and the effective mass is 1/κ, one finds the

0.02 J.

(22)

In Fig. 4, we can observe that the deviation from the model
indeed starts to become significant for κ > 0.02J , while its
predictions become more and more exact as κ is further
reduced. The deviation between the momentum-space HH
prediction and the full numerical simulation at κ > 0.02J can
also be seen later in Fig. 7 for the interacting ground states.
For decreasing values of α, the band dispersion becomes flatter and flatter with an exponentially decreasing
Eband → 0. This imposes more and more stringent bounds
(22) so that our tight-binding model is accurate for only an
exponentially weak trap strength κ. In this regime of a very flat
band dispersion Eband → 0, which is realized for α  1, the
momentum-space wave function is delocalized over the whole
MBZ, and the eigenstates reduce to the toroidal Landau levels
studied in [22].
Experimentally, time-of-flight measurements reveal the
(physical) momentum distribution of the condensate. To obtain
a quasimomentum distribution similar to that in Fig. 3, one then
needs to sum the square modulus of the wave function of states
differing by reciprocal lattice vectors in a way analogous to
how we numerically obtained Fig. 3 from the real-space wave
function of the full model (3). We note that both the physical
momentum and quasimomentum distributions are magnetic
gauge dependent and hence depend on the specific gauge
realized in experiments [14].
IV. INTERACTING SYSTEM

Now we consider the effect of on-site interactions,
described by the Hamiltonian
Hint =

U † †
a a am,n am,n .
2 m,n m,n m,n

(23)

Assuming that the average number of particles per site is
large enough, we employ the usual Bogoliubov mean-field
theory, replacing the am,n
 operators by C numbers. The
number of particles N = m,n |am,n |2 . The ground state in the
homogeneous κ = 0 case without a trap was found in [29,30]
to exhibit a nontrivial spatial order.
A. Numerical ground states

As a first step to understanding the trapped case, we use the
imaginary-time propagation method to find the ground state of
H0 + Hint for α = 1/4 and a trap center at (m0 ,n0 ) = (0,0),
which preserves the rotational symmetry of the underlying
lattice. We note that since the Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian
breaks ordinary rotational symmetry due to the complex
hopping, the correct (generalized) π/2 rotational symmetry
R is a combination of a rotation and an appropriate phase
change, which in the Landau magnetic gauge reads [28–30]
Ram,n R† = a−n,m ei2παmn .

(24)

Application of R four times over transforms the operator into
itself. The Hamiltonian is invariant under this generalized
rotational symmetry.
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along kx = 0, the interaction Hamiltonian is (see Appendix B
for details)

(b)

5
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5

U
(9I1 + I2 − 6I3 + 4I4 ),
16
where U  is a constant and
M
Hint
=

0

0

(25)

I1 ≡ (|α0 |2 + |α1 |2 + |α2 |2 + |α3 |2 )2 ,
−5

†

−5

0

5

(c)

−5

0

5

0

0

−5

0

5

†

(26)
† †
† †
† †
† †
− α0 α1 α2 α3 − α1 α2 α3 α0 − α2 α3 α0 α1 − α3 α0 α1 α2 ,
† †

† †

† †

† †

I4 ≡ α0 α2 α12 + α0 α2 α32 + α1 α3 α02 + α1 α3 α22 + H.c.
− 4|α0 |2 |α2 |2 − 4|α1 |2 |α3 |2

−5

−5

†

I3 ≡ |α0 |2 |α1 |2 + |α1 |2 |α2 |2 + |α2 |2 |α3 |2 + |α3 |2 |α0 |2

5

(d)

5

†

I2 ≡ (α0 α2 + α2 α0 − α1 α3 − α3 α1 )2 ,

−5

−5

0

5

FIG. 5. (Color online) Density profile |am,n |2 of the ground-state
wave function numerically obtained by the imaginary-time propagation method on a 40 × 40 real-space lattice with κ = 0.01J for
different values of U N : (a) U N = 0.04J , Z4 state, (b) U N = 0.11J ,
Z2 state, (c) U N = 0.14J , Z× state, and (d) U N = 0.40J , Z2 state.
Only the central region is plotted.

For a given value of the trap strength κ, we observe three
structural changes in the ground state wave function, from
rotationally symmetric to nonsymmetric states as one increases
U N . Even though our calculations have been performed in a
Landau form (4) of the magnetic gauge, the change in the
structure of the ground state is a magnetic-gauge-independent
feature that does not depend on the specific choice of the vector
potential Ax,y and the real-space hopping phases in (3).
The full series of structural changes is illustrated in the
different panels of Fig. 5, where we plot the ground-state wave
function for different values of U N . When U N is small, the
ground state has the full 90◦ rotational symmetry (Z4 state).
As one increases U N , the ground state changes first to a state
with only 180◦ rotational symmetry and double degeneracy
(Z2 state) and then to a state with no rotational symmetry
and fourfold degeneracy (Z× state). As one further increases
U N , the ground state recovers its Z2 character. Later in Fig.
7, the changes of ground states Z4 → Z2 , Z2 → Z× , and
Z× → Z2 are indicated by dots. As expected, the degeneracy
of the ground states in the Z2 and Z× cases is lifted by any
spatial displacement of the trap center which explicitly breaks
the rotational or reflection symmetry of the Hamiltonian (3).
B. Momentum-space HH model with interaction

We now investigate the symmetry breaking in the ground
state using the momentum-space HH model. To study the
effects of interaction in momentum space, we write Hint in
terms of momentum-space operators and then project onto the
lowest band and retain operators only at the dispersion minima
(0,π ν/2), where ν = 0,1,2, or 3. For our chosen Landau form
for the Berry gauge (5), with a vanishing Berry connection

are the four-operator combinations of momentum-space tightbinding field operators that are invariant under the symmetry
of the HH model with α = 1/4 [28].
To find the ground state of the momentum-space HH
M
model, we minimize HM + Hint
, treating αν as independent

complex variables with the constraint 3ν=0 |αν |2 = N . Since
the numerical simulation in Fig. 5 shows symmetry-breaking
changes of the ground state, it is convenient to work in the
basis of rotational eigenstates in order to find where the
rotational-symmetry breaking occurs. For our chosen Berry
gauge (5), for which the Berry connection is zero along the
kx = 0 line, one can show that momentum-space variables αν
transform under the generalized rotation R in (24) as
1  i2πανν 
Rαν R† = √
e
αν  .
(27)
q ν
This holds for any value of the magnetic flux α = p/q. Setting
α = 1/4, the rotation of αν is represented by a matrix
⎛
⎞
1
1
1
1
1 ⎜1
i −1 −i ⎟
.
(28)
R= ⎝
1 −1⎠
2 1 −1
1 −i −1
i
The eigenvalues of this matrix are 1 (doubly degenerate), i,
and −1, and the corresponding eigenvectors can be taken as
⎛
⎛
√ ⎞
√ ⎞
1+ 2
1− 2
⎟
⎟
1 ⎜
1 ⎜
√1⎟, v1 = √ ⎜
√1⎟,
v0 = √ ⎜
⎠
⎝
⎝
2 2 −1 + 2
2 2 −1 − 2⎠
1
1
⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
1
0
1 ⎜ 1⎟
1 ⎜−1⎟
v2 = √ ⎝ ⎠, v3 = ⎝ ⎠,
(29)
0
2 −1
2
−1
−1
and then we define the rotational eigenstates βν by
⎛ ⎞
α0
α
⎟
⎜
βν ≡ v†ν · ⎝ 1 ⎠.
α2
α3

(30)

Following from the eigenvalues of R mentioned above, βν
transforms under a real-space rotation as β0 → β0 , β1 → β1 ,
β2 → iβ2 , and β3 → −β3 .
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The weights of rotational eigenstates
|β0 |2 + |β1 |2 (blue solid line), |β2 |2 (green dashed line), and |β3 |2
(red dotted line) as a function of U  /J  , obtained by minimizing the
momentum-space Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian.

Using (30), one can write the momentum-space HarperM
in terms of βν . Also in the
Hofstadter Hamiltonian HM + Hint
new variables, the interaction term keeps a complicated form
analogous to (25).
The ground state is obtained by finding the states which
M
minimize HM + Hint
under the constraint |β0 |2 + |β1 |2 +
2
2
|β2 | + |β3 | = 1. In Fig. 6, we plot the values of |β0 |2 + |β1 |2 ,
|β2 |2 , and |β3 |2 for the field configuration which minimizes
M
as a function of U  /J  . We find that there is a
HM + Hint
change in ground-state symmetry at U  /J  = 6, above which
different rotational eigenstates mix and the rotational symmetry is broken. In the region 0 < U  /J  < 6.0, the full rotational
symmetry is present (Z4 state). In the region 6 < U  /J  < 6.4,
only β2 is zero, and the ground state breaks R symmetry
but does not break R2 symmetry (Z2 state). In the region
6.4 < U  /J  , no rotational symmetry is present (Z× state).
C. Comparison

In order to make a quantitative comparison between
the numerical simulation obtained from the imaginary-time
propagation method and the results of the momentum-space
HH model, we need to relate the J  and U  parameters of
the momentum-space HH model to the parameters κ and U N
of the real-space Hamiltonian (3). As already discussed in
Sec. III and illustrated in Fig. 2, the value of J  is estimated
from the numerical prediction for the energy gap between the
two lowest states of the real-space Hamiltonian in the absence
of interactions. Analogously, the value of U  is extracted by
setting the numerically obtained interaction energy calculated
from the noninteracting ground state equal to that of the
analytical value of the momentum-space HH model, 35U  /64.
In Fig. 7, we show how the symmetry of ground states of
the momentum-space HH model changes as a function of the
parameters of the underlying real-space HH model. For small
κ, the two analytically predicted transition lines at U  /J  = 6
and U  /J  = 6.4 (solid lines) agree well with the numerical
ones (dots), while deviations appear for larger κ where the
momentum-space single-band tight-binding approximation
starts to fail. The situation is different for the last transition,
Z× → Z2 , which is not predicted by the momentum-space

Z×

0.15

Z2

0.1

Z4

0.05

[Symmetric State]

0

0

(Z2 )

0.005

0.01
0.015
κ/J

0.02

FIG. 7. (Color online) Diagram showing how the symmetry of
the ground state of the trapped interacting HH model changes as a
function of the trap and the interaction strengths, with both axes in
units of J . The solid lines are the predictions of the momentumspace HH model for the transition lines, while the dots show the
corresponding predictions from numerical simulations performed via
the imaginary-time propagation method on a 40 × 40 lattice.

HH model. This absence is, however, fully compatible with
the fact that for larger values of U N , the energy difference
between different local energy minima decreases, so even a
small contribution from upper bands beyond the tight-binding
limit strongly affects the ground state.
Even though we have focused our attention here on the
α = 1/4 case, we have ensured that the spontaneous breaking
of rotational symmetry is a much more general feature of the
momentum-space HH model. In particular, we have explicitly
checked that similar symmetry-breaking transitions occur for
α = 1/3. It is, however, crucial to note that the main ingredient
underlying the spontaneous breaking of rotation symmetry is
the nonlocality of the interaction in momentum space: for
a hypothetical purely local interaction in momentum space,
the ground state of the momentum-space HH model on the
torus would, in fact, be nondegenerate, and no change of the
mean-field ground state would take place [44].
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown how one can map a realspace Harper-Hofstadter model in the presence of a harmonic
confinement onto a HH model in momentum space with
nonlocal interactions. By shifting the trap center, we see an
analog of Laughlin’s charge-pumping Gedankenexperiment
in momentum space. For sufficiently strong interactions, the
nonlocal nature of the interactions in the momentum-space
HH model is responsible for the appearance of degenerate
ground states that spontaneously break rotational symmetry of
the lattice.
Even though our discussion is focused on condensation in
a real-space HH model, its conclusions extend to a variety
of systems in which the energy dispersion of the bands shows
multiple degenerate minima. In the longer run, this topological
model raises a number of intriguing questions such as the
possibility of observing quantum Hall effects in momentum
space and creating new phases of matter under the effect of
nonlocal interactions.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF THE POLYAKOV LOOPS

In this appendix, we give more details on the calculation of the Polyakov loops for the real-space HH model in the (m0 ,n0 ) = 0
case. We first discuss how to determine y and θy . We define the Fourier transform of the operators am,n as

am,n =
eikx m+iky n cm (k),
(A1)
k∈MBZ








where m = qm + m , with m being an integer and m = 0,1, . . . ,q − 1. The sum over the wave vectors is restricted to the first
magnetic Brillouin zone. In this basis, the momentum-space Hamiltonian is
⎛

2 cos ky
⎜ e−ikx
⎜
Hk = −J ⎜ .
⎝ ..
eikx

eikx
2 cos(ky − 2π α)
..
.

eikx
..
.

···
···
..
.

0

0

···

0

e−ikx
0
2 cos(ky − (q − 1)2π α)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎠

(A2)

Then, when kx = 0, the momentum-space Hamiltonian is a real symmetric matrix, which means that we can diagonalize the
matrix by an orthogonal matrix. Then, the transformation to the band basis can be done by a real matrix, and thus the Berry
connection along ky is zero [Ay (0,ky ) = 0]. The orthogonal matrix can also be taken as being smooth as one changes ky and
periodic as ky → ky + Ly , which implies that the wave function along kx = 0 is fully periodic in MBZ and the transition function
associated with this Berry gauge choice is zero [φy (0,ky ) = 0]. Then, the Polyakov loop in the ky direction is zero, y (0) = 0.
On the other hand, in our chosen gauge (5), y (0) = qθy , which then gives qθy = 0.
Next, we discuss how to evaluate x (0) to determine θx . Here we use a different convention for the Fourier transformation,
corresponding to a different choice of the Berry gauge. Instead of (A1), we can choose to transform by

eikx m+iky n c̃k ,
(A3)
am,n =
k∈BZ

where the sum is over the first full (not magnetic) Brillouin zone (BZ). Then, we obtain the following Hamiltonian in momentum
space:
⎛
⎞
2 cos kx
eiky
0
···
e−iky
⎜ −ik
⎟
..
⎜ e y
⎟
2 cos(kx + 2π α) eiky · · ·
.
⎜
⎟,
(A4)
H̃k = −J ⎜ .
⎟
..
..
..
⎝ ..
⎠
.
.
.
0
0
0
· · · 2 cos(kx + (q − 1)2π α)
eiky

where the basis is c̃kx ,ky ,c̃kx +2πα,ky , . . . ,c̃kx +(q−1)2πα,ky and the
overall factor J > 0. Then, when ky = 0, the momentumspace Hamiltonian is a real symmetric matrix, and thus the
x component Ax of the Berry connection along the ky = 0
line is zero for all kx .
Under a wave-vector shift kx → kx + Lx with Lx = 2π/q,
the spectrum of H̃k is unchanged, while the eigenvectors experience a shift in their components, (w1 ,w2 , . . . ,wq−1 ,wq ) →
(w2 , . . . ,wq−1 ,wq ,w1 ). Since H̃k is an irreducible matrix with
all the off-diagonal elements being nonpositive, the PerronFrobenius theorem (see e.g., [45]) guarantees that for all kx
the components of the smallest eigenvector can be taken as all
positive. Therefore under a smooth variation kx → kx + Lx
the eigenvector is smoothly scanned (w1 ,w2 , . . . ,wq−1 ,wq ) →
(w2 , . . . ,wq−1 ,wq ,w1 ) without acquiring any extra factor. As
a result, the transition phase in the considered gauge is

φx (ky = 0) = 0. Using the definition (10), it is straightforward
to see that the Polyakov loop is also x (0) = 0. Thanks to the
gauge independence of x , this immediately implies that in
our original Berry gauge choice (5) one has θx = 0.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE INTERACTION
HAMILTONIAN IN MOMENTUM SPACE

Here we sketch the derivation of the interaction Hamiltonian of the momentum-space Harper-Hofstadter model. We
first expand the annihilation operator in the Fourier series
according to (A1) because, as noted above, with this Fourier
transformation convention, the Berry connection along the
kx = 0 line can be taken to be zero, Ay (0,ky ) = 0, which is in
accord with the Landau gauge we want to choose. Then, the
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interaction in momentum space reads
Hint ∝

U
2



q−1


k1 +k2 =k3 +k4

m = 0

†

†

cm (k1 )cm (k2 )cm (k3 )cm (k4 ).

(B1)

Now, we restrict the momenta in the sum to take the values only at the dispersion minima (0,π ν/2), where ν = 0,1,2, or 3. Other
momenta are also responsible for forming the momentum-space localized Wannier states, but the momentum dependence of the
interaction in the momentum-space tight-binding model is correctly captured by this approximation. We then transform cm (k)
into the band basis. Explicitly, the transformation for k = (0,0) is
⎛√
⎞
2+1
⎞
⎛√
√ α0 + higher bands
⎞
⎛
2
2
c0 (0,0)
2+1
⎜ 1
⎟
√ α0 + higher bands ⎟
⎟
1 ⎜
⎜c1 (0,0)⎟ ⎜
⎟≈ √
⎜√ 1 ⎟α0 ,
√2 2
(B2)
⎝c (0,0)⎠ =⎜
⎜
⎟
⎝
2−1
2 − 1⎠
2
⎝ 2√2 α0 + higher bands⎠ 2 2
c3 (0,0)
1
1
√
α + higher bands
2 2 0

where we ignored the contribution from the higher bands. Similarly, for the other three momenta, we obtain
⎞
⎛
⎛√
⎛
⎞
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎞
⎞
⎛
⎛
1
1
c0 (0,π/2)
2−1
c0 (0,π )
c0 (0,3π/2)
√
√
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎜c1 (0,π/2)⎟
⎜c1 (0,π )⎟
⎜c1 (0,3π/2)⎟
1 ⎜
1 ⎜
1 ⎜
⎜ 2 + 1⎟
⎜√ 1 ⎟
⎜ 2 − 1⎟
⎜
⎟≈ √
⎟≈ √
⎟≈ √
⎜
⎜
α
α
α3 .
,
,
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎟
1
2
⎝c2 (0,π/2)⎠ 2 2 ⎝ 1 ⎠
⎝c2 (0,π )⎠ 2 2 ⎝ 2 + 1⎠
⎝c2 (0,3π/2)⎠ 2 2 ⎝ 1 ⎟
⎠
√
√
c3 (0,π/2)
c3 (0,π )
c3 (0,3π/2)
1
2−1
2+1

(B3)

Substituting (B2) and (B3) into (B1), one obtains the momentum-space interaction Hamiltonian (25).
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